Reappear Notice

1. The last date for the submission of reappear forms by the students is 16th April, 2016. All the Departments/Schools must submit the reappear forms alongwith the student list latest by 19th April, 2016. The reappear form carrying relevant instructions is already uploaded on Chalkpad.

2. All the subjects offered for Reappear Examination, May 2016, are same as offered for the regular Examination, May 2016.

3. The Re-appear examination pattern will be same as regular examination pattern (Distribution of syllabus and pattern of question paper). The syllabus for the reappear examination for particular subject will be the same as for the regular examination, although the code may be different. In case the code is different, it will be mentioned on the question paper as indicated in example, for example AML3201 / AML4201.

4. The Re-appear examination for the subjects for which the particular student has attempted the regular examination in the online mode will be held online if any, otherwise it will be held offline (Distribution of syllabus and pattern of question paper will be same as per existing regular examination pattern).

5. The Re-appear examination for the subject EME and CPLD which are in future not the part of regular curriculum, will be held offline (Distribution of syllabus and pattern of question paper will be same as existing regular examination pattern, however the syllabus of examination will be old syllabus of these subjects).

6. The list of the subjects offered for reappear with May 2016 End Term Theory Examinations is herewith attached and the same is also uploaded on chalkpad.

Please notify all the relevant important instructions of this notice to all concerned students.

Dr. I. S. Sandhu
Dean (Examinations)
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List of reappear subjects